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OBSERVAL SPAIN. NATIONAL EQUIPMENT. REALIZED ENCOUNTER 
  

1º. - CONSTITUTION OF THE EQUIPMENT. VALLADOLID 24 OF SEPTEMBER 2008 

The equipment was constituted in the international seminary of validation of nonformal and 

informal learnings celebrated in Valladolid the 24-25 of September 2008. 

The European coordinator Michel feutrie, presented/displayed the criteria and profiles that 

must have the national equipment and fruit of this encounter started up the equipment that 

was constituted of the following form: 

- General Coordination: You take Diaz González. University of Valladolid. 

- Secretariat: Luis Sancristóbal Car. University of Valladolid 

- Area of universities: Roman rosary. University Rovira and Virgili Tarragona 

- Area of implantation in independent communities: Imanol Lopez Lacalle. Director of the 

Basque Agency for the Evaluation of the Competition and the Quality of the FP. 

- Antonio Gil Gutiérrez ENDESA S.A.S.D.G. RR.HH of Spain and Portugal 

Direction of RR.HH.S.D of Selection and Formation 

 

2º. - SARAGOSSA 200911 26 

In this encounter it takes place on the occasion of the first international Congress of 

recognition and accreditation of competitions. 

It is an ample encounter and first that did not serve to take positions mutually. 

Between the agreement points we can indicate the following: 

1. - To maintain the national equipment like this unless there are causes that motivate the 

change that would have to be with the agreement of all 

2. - Model of normalization of the information. Luis car explains the page model Web and is an 

agreement. 

3. - Support and adhesion to ask for aid to the administrations to maintain the Observal project 

4. - Support to the publication of the book that contains the main contributions of the 

international seminary and other interesting contributions 

5. - Charo proposes and offers participating in the assembly of the RUEPEC (of continuous 

education and posgrado university network studies) 

6. - To realize questionnaires to evaluate the attitude of the University made the evaluation of 

the nonformal and informal learnings 

7. - To realize triptyches to spread Observal 

8. - To ask for to ENDESA the support and sponsorización   

9. - It is decided to participate in the elaboration of a book that will be continuation of the 

international seminary of validation is celebrated in Valladolid and that Diaz will be 

coordinated by Takings 

 

3º. - ENCOUNTER IN MADRID. ENDESA THE 26 OF FEBRUARY OF THE 2009 

In the encounter one becomes a presentation of history and reality of ENDESA 

It is spoken of the great survey to present/display to the four sectors that can participate in 

Observal: independent communities, universities, companies, and initial professional 

formation 

Luis presents/displays the page Web and offers that each part can contribute its data 

 Encounter with external advisers. One is: 

- the individual permission of formation can be applied to people who make the validation 
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- The glossary appears to us to make 100 terms of professional formation 

- It is explained to us that in the new real decree the possibility that can be offered the 

companies create their own certificates of professionalism. A certificate is alluded to the works 

carried out by the Catalan Institute of the qualifications that has created: “certificate of 

accreditation of competitions in technology of the information” (ACTIC) 

- it is spoken to us of the first possibilities of validation: caretakers of patients, attendance 

address, infantile education, renewable alternatives of energy (trip ticket of the Cabinet) 

 

4º. - LOGROÑO ENCOUNTER THE 21 OF MARCH 2009 

On the occasion of the encounter of posgrado the university network of studies of and 

continuous education (RUEPEC) the Observal project appears before 60 participants who went 

interested. The questionnaire was distributed that was filled up by several participants and 

who simultaneously offered their direction with interest. 

Imanol made specific the criteria for the survey:  

A. - questionnaire to happen to the qualification institutes 

1. When they initiated the recognition process  

2. A brief description of the phases of the procedure  

3. How many people have happened through the same  

4. How many competition units have been clear with respect to the solicitd ones; that is 

to say, the level of success of the candidates  

5. How long it is dedicated to each candidate throughout the process  

6. How many years of labor experience of average have the presented/displayed 

candidates  

7. Which with the most important objectives that they take to the candidates to appear 

to the recognition process  

 

B. - responsible people: 

 

Andalusia: You take Lopez:  

The Canary Islands: Lydia Esther González: 

Catalonia Farrés angel: 

Galicia: Marisa Mallo (Certificates of Professionalism, Dpto. of Work)  

Galicia Lola Froján (Titles of the Educative System): 

 Aragon: Jose Maria Frame:  

One would work the subjects of the family: “energy and water”. 

 

5º. - ENCOUNTER CELEBRATED IN MADRID 2009 0706 

That encounter concentrates in the conversation had in Rome enters Takings Diaz and Michel 

feutrie on acceleration the shipment of information realized in Spain, and the letter sent by 

Michel feutrie the 3 of July 2009 where it speaks to us of a revision than we are doing and an 

advance payment of the annual encounter occurs us to be realized in Sweden month of 

November 2009. These are the main treated points: 

1. - Information are completed two: 

- Initial context evaluation, and 

- Annual national review 

Luis will shortly send them to car to the competent organs of Observal 

2. - Document Revision and its approval. 

 The history of meetings had during the year is reviewed and a document on Spanish 

legislation written up by Takings Diaz and occurs the approval to be sent. 

3. - The studies of cases are outlined and the conceptual frame of the same is analyzed. 

We commit ourselves to send the following studies of case: 
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- Oscar Medina professor of the University of Las Palmas. Writing of the case on validation of 

kitchen workers. Study realized in the Institute of estimate of competitions of the Canary 

Islands. 

- Imanol Lopez Lacalle will realize a case study on the experience realized in the Basque 

Country 

- Roman Rosary will within the framework realize a study of case of the universities 

- Antonio Gil will within the framework realize the study of cases of the companies. 

Seen the difficulties of the summer, one remembers give them the 15 of September and send 

them immediately to the European organization so that they can be present in the encounter 

of Sweden, November 2009. 

4. - It is approved to realize these changes: 

- the page Web, will have the Spanish slope within the framework to be integrated within 

other pages of the Observal Europe 

- the acts of the international seminary had in Valladolid September 2008 will take the logo of 

the corresponding European main directorate to be presented/displayed like works carried out 

by Observal Spain 

5º. - A great survey is prepared to catch sensitivity towards evaluation of competitions in the 

three sectors: universities, companies, institutes of qualification at autonomic level. This 

survey will be realized at the end of year 2009. 

6º. - Next encounter: the date of the 20 of March 2009 pays attention to Madrid (being this 

date with possible modifications of agenda that will take shape shortly) 

 


